TRANSMIX
UTILITY MIXER

THE ONLY 1 OR 1½ BAG TRANSPORTING MIXER ON THE MARKET

at a price the "one time" or regular user can afford!

Engineered

FOR LIGHTNESS, DURABILITY, SIMPLICITY!
TO ELIMINATE USING WHEEL BARROWS!
TO DUMP EASILY HYDRAULICALLY!

FERGUSON TO20, TO30, TO35
MASSEY HARRIS 50
MASSEY FERGUSON 65

OLIVER SUPER 55 + 550

INTERNATIONAL "300"
330 - 340 - 350 - 460

ALLIS CHALMERS WD
D14-D15-D17-WD45

FORD & FORD 600 & 800 SERIES
FORD MAJOR DIESEL
FORD IND 1801 SERIES

JOHN DEERE 40, 420W, 60T
430W-435D
720T-730T
3010 ROWCROP

CASE VAC - 301 - 311

a farm or professional utility mixer with 101 uses
on the farm and in construction!

- Hauls and mixes silage, dirt, feed, water (50 gallons), manure.

- Construction of walks, floors, foundations, flumes, roadways, dams, etc.

- TRANSMIX is capable of continuous operation. Will mix, transport and dump 1500 cu. ft. or over per day.

YOUR TRACTOR DOES ALL THE WORK!

ALSO AVAILABLE MINNEAPOLIS - MOLINE 335 & 445

www.ntractorclub.com
GUARANTEE

Guaranteed not only against workmanship and material, but meets every satisfaction. If not satisfied within thirty days return Transmix and your money will be refunded.

1. A 1 or 1½ bag mixer at 5-to-1 ratio.
2. All-steel mixer barrel made from ½” plate.
3. Mixing barrel — 28” in diameter, 42” long.
4. Height of mixing barrel opening when being loaded, 43” (approximate).
5. Height of mixing barrel in dump position, 26” (approximate).
6. Mixer barrel rolls on rubber.
7. Mixer barrel powered by friction.
8. Power takeoff extension has its own bearing to take the weight of the mixing barrel and barrel load.
9. Dumps from hydraulic arms on your tractor.
10. Weight of mixer, plus power takeoff, approximately 240 lbs. to 350 lbs. 8.70 x 15 tire and tube not furnished.
11. Time for installing first time, one-half hour; after mixer has been installed the first time, 6 to 10 minutes is required to remove or install.
12. HGC-R&M do not require 3-point hitch. Dumping cylinder and arms supplied.

Mixes · Transports · Dumps Hydraulically

TRANSMIX... powered by your tractor... is the mixer with 101 profit-making uses on the farm! MIXING CEMENT? Transmix handles one bag at 5-to-1 per batch... with power from your tractor! A batch of cement can actually be mixed while Transmix is traveling 25 feet! TRANSPORTING? Transmix truly has it! Think how much labor it will save you to be able to mix and transport with the same unit. You can mix while Transmix is moving... or mix while it is stationary! You can transport cement as far as needed from water or sand supplies. You can transport five cubic feet of rough ground in the mixer barrel stationary or turning. The amazing new Transmix will easily transport and dump 50 gallons of water, six cubic feet of dirt, manure, silage, or other materials. OTHER USES? When not pouring concrete, Transmix does yeoman's duty in mixing stock feed or silage. Farmers say it's the best thing yet for tempering seeds. No wonder users insist that Transmix is the most versatile low-cost utility mixer offered today.

TRANSMIX ..... does it all

the only mixer on the market with all of these features

- Full 1 or 1½ Bag Capacity
- Dumps Hydraulically in Vertical Position
- Special Mixing Fins Allowing You to Clean in Seconds
- No Gears to Wear
- Requires Much Less Man Power
- Lowest Priced... One Job Pays for the Mixer
- More Compact
- Lighter for Versatility Yet Heavily Reinforced
- No 1 or 1½ Bag Mixer Even Close in Price
- Fully and Unconditionally Guaranteed

PROVE IT TO YOURSELF

Order a TRANSMIX now.... If you are not completely satisfied return the TRANSMIX and your money will be refunded promptly.

UNIVERSAL PULLEYS CO., INC.

WICHITA, KANSAS • 330 NORTH MOSLEY